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It was an acoustic busk-
ing at our Kastle night. 
Scouts and staff were 
asked to entertain us 
with their talent. There 
was an impressive turn 
out of talented people 
young and old who had 

brought their own instrument to camp. A small group soon grew in a large crowd with everyone 
coming along to listen, appreciate and sing along.  Some Scouts had just popped into the cafe 
for an ice-cream but soon took a pew on the hay bales to take in event. We were treated sounds 

of a flute, a beat box, guitars and a fiddle to name but a few. 
With some of our young 
people showing us  there 
talented sinning voices too. 
‘Let It Go ‘ was highly 
popular with the crowd. No 
foot was left un tapped by 
the end of the session. A 
good night was had bay all. 
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Our Jamborette opened it’s gates and welcome visitors from all over Scotland to our Country Fair. Visitors 
come to experience a slice of culture from both our international and Scottish Scouts. The fair site was 
opened to the shrill of our pipe band who marched from the gate round to the front of our Kastle, leading a 
procession of welcome people. Visiting Countries as well as Scottish regions give visitors the opportunity to 
taste, play or make something all for the cost of an Atholl. 
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Camp Fashion   

This article is about the camp fashion of Blair Atholl due to the recent weather the grass has 

been covered in dew making the ground naturally wet therefore the complimentary  footwear  

has been hiking boots not only because it stops rain from soakings campers socks but the sole 

fact that some brands have the enticing feature of lined fluff or wool from sole upwards. 

Leg wear 

The average choice of leg wear is either jogging bottoms or a kilt the kilt is normally accompanied by a 

sporran extending off two ropes about twenty centimeters long hanging off  the belt holding the kilt 

together jogging bottoms similar to the hiking boots  because of the  fact that they can have     

certain brands with cotton lined insides jogging are naturally designed to be comfy. 

Head wear 

Head wear varies at Blare Atholl from Japanese headbands to Canadian caps there are lots of   

different choices including sunhats beanies other head wear also available. 

Favourite Colours of The Camp! 
The most popular  
At the top of our rainbow leader board we had the colour blue with a total of 10 people    
making this the colour of choice, with a lot e also found wearing the colour.  
Start Wearing Purple 
We found that the colour purple was also very popular which we thought was 
iconic because of the famous Scout song ‘Start Wearing Purple’. 
Unique Colours 
Some people had a special taste in colours choosing colours like teal, navy,   
turquoise and even rainbow! Also Megan from Stewart Subcamp chose the   
colour burgundy. 
Layla Woodrow, Emily McCreight - 1st Bishopton Scouts. 
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Weather 

Dear Aunt Aggie, 

I’m having so much fun at Blair Atholl, but I really miss 

my dog, Toby. What can I do to feel better? 

Missing Toby 

 

Dear Missing Toby, 

Rest assured you’re not alone! Lots of other campers are missing their pets, too. One 

way to feel better is to talk to other campers about Toby. Tell them how much fun he 

is, and ask them about their pets, too. Sharing stories about our pets helps them feel 

close when we’re far from home—and it’s a great 

way to make new friends, too! CAMP CHIEF’S PENNANT 

July 2022 

MacDonald East 14 and Sweden 

MacLean North East 11 and Gibraltar 

Morrison Fourth 13 and Austria 

Murray North East 12 and Northern Ireland 

Robertson East 17 and Sweden 

Stewart North East 5 and Connecticut 

Concerned Campers 

 

A few simple steps could help reduce food waste 

When food isn’t eaten, the result is food waste. Today, an estimated one-ninth of all the food cooked in the 

Subcamps goes to waste. Some patrols in the Subcamps complained about being given too much food for 

breakfast and dinner. Also, following the Subcamp buddy dinner, staff recounted that nearly full pots of rice 

were thrown into the bin. 

 

There are several hazards that result from food waste at Blair Atholl camp sites. One of the most important is 

the hygienic aspect: 

Thankfully, there are plenty of actions we can take to make a significant difference. When patrols leave to 

pick up their food, check the leftovers first. For instance if you still have enough butter from the breakfast the 

day before, just tell them at the pickup station that no more butter is needed. Get only what you need. Use all 

contents from open packets and tins first before opening another. Preventing food waste is the most effective 

way to shrink its impact on the planet. An empty stomach can lead to cooking more than 

needed. Learn from past days. Think about how much rice you cooked the day before and how 

much of it was thrown into the bin. Just cook a smaller amount next time. 

 

Awareness is a good first step. Talk with others and try to find a solution. 

1 minute interview— with Sharon (Kastle Kurrents editor) 
Q: What is it like being the editor of the newspaper? A: It can be quite tricky but you 

have to be friends with the printer and the printer has fallen out with me so that is 

last nights paper that has just came out the printer today. Being a good editor is 

having a good working relationship with your printer. You need to make sure you fill 

it with paper and toner regularly and give it the odd special clean cycle. 
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Saturday 23rd July 

2pm Country Fair-Visitors Day 

7.30pm RC Mass 

9pm International Campfire 
 

Sunday 24th July 

10.30am Flag Break 

11am Scouts Own at the Castle 

2.30pm International Games for 
Satellite Campers 

6pm BBQ for all in Subcamps 

8pm Pirate Party @ our Kastle 

I love raising 

caterpillars 

as pets. 

 

It always 

gives me 

butterflies. 


